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21. June 2022

Education and culture

Special film to be shown on Tuesday, June 28 // Screening begins
at 8 p.m.
The moving film "Come on, Come on" by director Mike Mills will be shown next Tuesday,
June 28, starting at 8 p.m. at the Bocholt Kinodorm. The film is part of the series "The
special film". Admission is 6 euros. Tickets online at www.kinodrom.de or at the box office.

Content

New York radio journalist Johnny, who is single again after a long relationship, is working
on a report for which he interviews young people all over the USA about their future. But
after a call from his sister Viv, he unexpectedly has to take care of her son, nine-year-old
Jesse.

It is the first time that Johnny really comes into contact with the subject of parenthood and
has to take responsibility for a child. And for Woody, who is as bright as he is sensitive, it
is the first time he has been separated from his mother for any length of time.

About the series "The Special Film

The film series "KINO Bocholt - the special film" has been taking place since 1977. On the
initiative of the Department of Culture and Education of the City of Bocholt, selected films
are usually presented every 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month in cooperation with the
Kinodrom Bocholt.

The aim is to present exceptional films - which would otherwise not be shown in the
cinemas of Bocholt - to an interested audience of any age.

Cinema tickets can be purchased at the box office of the Kinodrom Bocholt or online via
the website www.kinodrom.de . There you can also find more information and the trailer
for the film.

The special film: "Come on, Come on" at the Kinodrom
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Plakat in schwarz weiß. Mann mit freundlichem Gesicht, ein lächelnder Junge lehnt an
seiner Schulter.
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